What: 4-H Club Community Service and Money Making Project; Fair Sweepers  
When: Nov. 2-13  
Where: Greater Jacksonville Fair  
Volunteer Coordinator: Leslie Allen email LALLENFSU@aol.com 755-6013  
See attached sign up form

This is an excellent fundraiser for new clubs and it helps the fair. It is also an excellent way to publicize 4-H.

- The Club gets $4.25 an hour for each sweeper. The money is placed in the club’s 4-H Foundation account. The Club earns the money not the child.
- One responsible adult must supervise a crew, either sweeping (paid) or just chaperoning (not paid)
- Clubs sign up for three time preferences. Shifts are assigned on a first come first scheduled basis with each club initially getting one slot and then more depending on demand by clubs.
- Wednesday night is a good night to sign up for
- County Council is doing Veterans’ Day night, 5pm-10pm
- There is an early shift on Veterans’ Day, 11am – 5 pm
- Maximum 10 sweepers at any one time
- The Fair has not finalized shift times but times below are likely times
  - Weeknights shifts are 6pm-10pm
  - Fri. shifts are 4pm-7pm and 7pm-10pm
  - Sat. shifts are 11am-5pm and 5pm-10 pm
  - Sunday shifts are 11am-4pm and 4pm-9pm
- If you must cancel please cancel 48 hours ahead of time so substitutes can be found.

The Fair does a lot for 4-H. It provides scholarships, sponsors 4-H contests and provides prizes. It is a wonderful opportunity to enhance the visibility of 4-H in the community. Sweeping is a wonderful way to give back to the Fair by being visible and keeping the agricultural display area neat and clean. Please help with this project.